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Living As an Owner of Cheon Il Guk: 

Self-Development Programme 

 
Date: Saturday 30th November from 11am – 4:30pm 
 
Venue: Kent Room in Lancaster Gate 
 
Fee – including lunch: Adult – £7 Student – £5 
 
WakuWaku Coach: Ms Sayaka Suzuki (2nd Gen) 
 
Ms Suzuki joined CARP while at Tsuda University and, after completing her Tokyo CARP mission, she 
was active as a welfare, education and WakuWaku trainer with the job title of Middle East Youth Envoy 
for an NGO in Turkey. She has been very successful in introducing WakuWaku to Turkish Muslims 
through their local mosque. 
 
What is WakuWaku? 

 
This is a new and very successful education project (based on DP) from Tokyo. As you know, it is very 
difficult to witness in Japan because of constant mass-media attacks, but through this project, witnessing 
effort and results have increased dramatically. 



 

 

 
Many national leaders have visited Tokyo to learn WakuWaku education and training, and are starting the 
programme in their own countries. 
 

 
 
They have made it one of the official youth education programmes and now our 3rd Generation have the 
best witnessing results. Members are finding their true selves and want to love people. 
 
So it is not simply a witnessing tool, it is much more than that. 
 
This summer, 10 people attended WakuWaku training as part of the "Japan CARP Experience" project – 
six 2nd Gens and four 1st Gens attended. Here are extracts from their testimonies: 
 
The training activities of the teaching are helpful in order to solve many kinds of challenges, problems 
and situations of 1st, 2nd generations and all others. 
 
Comment from 1st Generation member 
 
Let's welcome 2020 with a new self! 
 
If you would like to attend the seminar, please send an email to Mieko Davies: 
Mobile: 07941 877 222 
Email: mieko@ daviesworld,net 
 
Organised by Cheonsong hae and Greenwich CARP 
 
 


